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Developmental selective learning processes of elementary school

age children were investigated using incidental learning

methodologies. The purposes of this study were (a) to compare

the effects of two types of incidental learning paradigms, and

(b) to determine the influence of different kinds of stimulus

relationships on children's performance at two developmental

levels, Eight pairs of colored pictures were presented in

each experimental condition. Incidental instructions were

varied with respect to the absence vs. presence of a.concurrent

intentional task. Within both instructional conditions, pairs

of stimuli were either conceptually-, perceptually- or unrelated.

Results showed that selective learning patterns of both younger

and older children were significantly modified by type of incidental

instruction and type of stimuli presented. Developmental

differences were obtained with respect to amount of retention.

Instructions omitting a concurrent intentional task were more

. effective with older children whereas instructions including

trZ\

a concurrent intentional task were m6re effective for younger

children. lncerpretation of these findings is made interms

of a production deficiency hypothesis.
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Incidental learning methodology provides an opportunity to in-
vestigate the development of selective processes inattention and

learning. Since incidental, in contrast to intentional learning

occurs in the absence of instructions-which prepare the subject

for later retention tests (/Postman, 1.964)-a subject has relatively

more freedom to choose to attend to and learn only a portion of the

presented information, hence exercising selectivity.
.

Two methodologies, referred to as Type 1 and Type 2 (Postman',

1964)1 have been used to study incidental learning in children.

In the Type 1 design, incidental stimuli are presented without specific

instructions regarding retention and without a concurrent intentional

learning task. In the Type 2 design, a concurrent intentional task

is presented with incidental stimuli. The criteria of incidental
learning for Type 1 and 2 designs depends on the particular measures
employed, and may include the total amount and type of stimuli learned

(Postman, 1964). Therefore, assessment of selectivity in both designs

may be multidimensional, depending on the type and number of incidental

learning measures. Developmental incidental learning studies have

focused almost exclusively on selectivity with respect to total

amount learned,.with, increased selectivity an inverse function of

total amount of learning. For this latter criterion, Type 1 and 2

methodologies seem to yield divergent developmental trends during

the elementary school years. In studies using the Type 1 method

incidental learning inceased with age indicating a decrease of

selectivity with age. On the other hand, in studies using the

Type 2 method incidental learning remained stable or decreased with

age while concurrent intentional learning.increased. For this

raradigm incidental learning became proportionately smaller with

age indicating increased selectivity.
Sirke Type 1 and 2 methodologies have not been directly compared

in one developmental study, uncontrolled sources of variation between

prior Type 1 and 2 studies, such as stimuli and the conditions of

presentation, rather than the particular incidental learning methodology

employed, may have influenced these developmental trends. The

purposes of the present study were: (a) to assess the relative

effects of Type 1 and 2 methodologies on developmental selectivity

trends through a direcit comparison-of these designs, and (b) to

elucidate developmental processes influencing children's selective

learning relative to these designs. Forthis latter purpose,
children's selective
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retention task performance, the type of mental representation
employed by children of different ages might be expected to
significantly influence selective learning in both Type 1 and 2
designs. This has not been investigated in earlier studies.

Older children were expected to use conceptual representation
more successfully than younger. ohildren to encode stimuli in
response to Type 1 or 2 instructions, and were also expected to
differentially learn stimuli varying in type of representatio
(conceptual, perceptual or unrelated) more successfully than
younger children. Therefore, it was hypothesized that 'older children
are more flexible in exercising selectivity than younger children.
Selective learning patterns of more flexible subjects were expected
to show greater variation in response to instructional and stimulus
conditions than those of less flexible subjects. Specifically,
selective learning patterns of older children were expected to be
significantly modified by both the type of incidental learning
paradigm and type of stimuli presented, whereas selective learning
patterns of younger children were expected to be equivalent
regardless of instructions and stimuli. To test this ,hypothesis,
a three-way factorial design was employed using (a) type of
incidental learning paradigm (Type 1 vs. 2), (b) stimulut
representation (conceptually-, perceptually- or unrelated), and
(c) developmental level (first- and sixth-graders).

MethOd

Subjects were 168 white, middle class children who were randomly

assigned to the experimental conditions. -An equal number of first-
and sixth-grade girls and boys were employed.

Eight pairs of colored pictures were presented in each condition.

The same 16 stimuli were used in all conditions, but were paired
either conceptually, perceptually or in an unrelated manner. Each

stimulus was approximately 2 in. (.05 m) in height and width, and
was centered on a 3 in. (.076 m) white square. Each pair of pictures

was centered on a separate sheet of white, standard size typing paper
with one picture placed directly above the other. The individual

top and bottom stimuli were the same for all caditions. Stimulus

sets were placed in one of three separate, flexible-covered looseleaf

binders for presentation to children in the assigned condition.
Criteria_specified by Olver and Hornsby (1966) for types of

equivalence were used to develop conceptually- and perceptually-

related pairs. Fairs were not associative)y related as determined

by the Entwisle (1966) and:Palermo and Jenkins (1964) word association

norms for elementary school children. Examples of stimulus pairs

are flower-tree, egg-face (oval), and car-egg which were in the

conceptual-, perceptual- and unrelated-stimulus conditions

respectively. Fretests determined that stimuli were easily recognized

and nameable by all children, and that the pairs conveyed intended

relationships.
In the Type 1 condition children were instructed to look at the

pictures but were not informed that they would receive later reten-

tion tasks. In the Type 2 condition children were instructed to

look at all stimuli and to remember the top member of each pair

for later retention. Immediately following stimulus exposure,
free recall and matching of pairs (recognition) tasks were
administered.

2.
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Dependent measures were: total amount, number of top and bottom
stimuli., the proportion of top tr, total stimuli, and the total number
of pairs correctly matched. The proportion measure was particularly
important since it provided information about the pattern of top to
total recall between conditions and grades regardless of the total
amount of recall.

Each child was seen individually. Pairs were exposed for 10
seconds each. After each 10 second period, the child was told to
turn to tie next pair.

Results

Analysis of variance (Grade X Type of incidental learning paradigm
X Stimulus representation X Sex) was conducted on each of the dependent
variables. ,Results revealed that selective learning patterns of both
age groups were significantly and similarly modified by instructions
and stimuli.. Means for 61,1 variables grouped by Grade and Type of
incidental instruction are'presented-in Table 1. For both first- and
sixth-graders: (a) incidental learning as measured by matching of
pairs and number of bottom stimuli recalled was significantly greater
for children in-Type 1 compared to those in Type 2 conditions, ,<.001

for both t (h) recall of the top (intentional) stimuli was signifi-
cantly superior for children in Type 2 compared to those;in Type 1

conditions, p<001: (c) the proportion of top to total recall was
significantly greater in Type 2 compared to Type 1 conditions,
20011 and (d) matching retention of children in perceptual conditions
was significantly greater than that of children in conceptual'conditions,
whose retention was significantly greater than that of children in
unrelated-stimulus conditions, for all Tukey pairwise comparisons
of marginal means p<01., These latter trends are illustrated in
Figure 1.

Developmental differe4ces which were obtained were related to
the absolute amount rather than the pattern of retention. Older
children showed significantly higher levels of retention than younger
children on all measures, .01><001, except for the proportion of

top to total stimuli. Grade differences were not,obt-ained for this
latter measure, p=.43. Therefore, despite superior absolute levels
of retention for sixth-graders, younger and older children exhibited
the same pattern of selectivity relative to Type 1 and 2 instructions.
Instructions did, however, differentially influence first- and sixth-
graders' amount of recall for total amount and number of bottom stimuli

as revealed by significant Grade X Type of incidental paradigm-inter-
actions, p<00-1 for both. Type 1 instructions enhanced sixth-graders'
recall of bottom stimuli to a significalay greater extent than for

first-graders. On the other hand, Type 2 instructions enhanced first -,

graders' total amount of recall to a significantly greater extent than
did Type 1 conditions, while sixth-gradersstotal amount of recall

was equivalent under both Type 1 and 2 conditions. Means are presented

in Table 1. There were no other differences attributable to grade.

Discussion.

Selectivity, as assessed by learning pattern, did not increase or
decrease with age but was related to experimental conditions for all

children. The similarity of first- and sixth-graders' learning patterns
indicated that younger and older children were equally flexible with
regard to instructions and stimulus representation conditions. Where

developmental differences occurred.they indicated that structured
conditions enhanced younger children's total amount of recall to a

Iro 5
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greater degree relative to that of older children, while nonstructured
conditions enhanced older children's amount of bottom stimuli recalled
to a greater extent than for younger children. These results are
interpreted according to a production deficiency theory of memory
development, Compared to younger children, older children are viewed
as-production efficient in ability to produce stimulus mediators and
impose-organization in nonstructured tasks, andregardless of the
presence vs, absence of an intentional task. On the other hand,

younger children are likely to,produce mediators to a much greater
extent when intentional instructions are administered than when they

are omitted, Thus, relative to;older children, younger children are

production deficient in nonstructured incidental learning tasks.

The divergent.developmental 'trends found in previous Type 1

and 2 studies were apparently due to the dive'rse tasks and stimuli

used between studies rather than to the intrinsic nature of Type 1

and 2 methodologies since the present study found that incidental
learning increased with age in both Type 1 and 2 designs. However,

Type 1 and 2 paradigms did differentially-influence the patter) of

performance of all children. For the Type 2 task, activitieeassociated
with memorizing the top stimuli, such as stimulus naming, may have

----interfered with learning incidental stimuli and the relationships

between intentional and incidental stimuli. For Type 1 instructions,

since an interfering concurrent intentional task was absent, children

were free to observe and/or code both the top and bottom stimuli

and relationships between pair members.
The results also suggest that perceptual aspects of stimuli are

more readily learned\ than conceptual relationships in incidental

tasks. Retention of,conceptual pairs may have been inferior to that

of perceptual pairs since knowledge of the former pairs required

inferences .beyond the given physical characteristics. Inferential

cognitive analysis may have been diminished by a limited period of

stimulus exposure and/orthe absence of an instruction to learn the

pairs. Learning of conceptual and perceptual stimuli in intentional

and incidental tasks should be compared.
Since older and younger children evidenced equivalent selective

learning patterns regardless of the absolute amount of learning,

this latter criterion is of dubious value in studying selective

processes developmentally. Rather, developmental patterns of learning

particular stimuli regardless of amount of retention should be the

major criterion of selectivity in future studies. Amount of learning

may then provide supplementary information as to the influence of

specific tasks on retention strategies eMployed by children of

different ages which modify the quantity of performance.

4.
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Table 1

Means for Dependent Measures Grouped by.

Grade and Type of Instruction

Measures

Total Number Number Proportion Number of

Group Amount of of Top of of Top to Correctly

Stimuli Stimuli 'Bottom Total Matched

Stimuli Stimuli Fairs

Grade 1

Tyre 1 4.92 2.66 2.26 .54 4.56

Type 2 6.28 4.59 1.66 .73 2.70

Grade 6

Type 1 9.16 4.46 4.69 .48 5.75

Type 2 8.59 6.49 '2.09 .76 3.33

0 0.1)
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Figure 1. Main effects for grade type and stimulus:

Total number of correctly matched pairs.
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